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ABSTRACT 
Anomaly detection techniques are widely used in a number of 

applications, such as, computer networks, security systems, 

etc. This paper describes and analyzes an approach to 

anomaly detection using self organizing map classification. 

We deal with the massive data volumes with the dynamic 

nature of day to day information networks. So it’s difficult to 

identify the behavior of system. Visualization of data has 

ability to take into a massive volume of data. In digital 

forensics self organizing map has high potential handle large 

data and observe the behavior of computer. This paper 

provides an overview of anomaly detection system which able 

to handle massive real data. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The detection of unusual behavior patterns is an important 

problem in computer security as most security breaches 

exhibit anomalous system behavior. Anomaly detection refers 

to the problem of finding patterns in data that do not conform 

to expected behavior [3].Anomaly detection techniques are 

applied in a variety of domains, including credit card fraud 

prevention, financial turbulence detection, virus or system 

intrusion discovery, and network monitoring, to name a few. 

By observing various data sets and activities, the anomaly 

detection systems can classify the behavior and determine if it 

is either normal or anomalous. Unlike signature-based cyber 

security systems, which can only detect attacks for which a 

signature has previously been created, anomaly detection is 

based on behavioral patterns [19]. 

Computer forensics deals with the identification, extraction, 

preservation and documentation of digital evidence [12]. 

Digital evidence may be sought in a wide range of computer-

related crimes. What is unique about digital evidence is the 

fact that it is fragile by nature and can easily be altered or 

destroyed. [17]. Computer forensic tools have been developed 

to assist computer forensic investigators in conducting a 

proper investigation into digital crimes. Computers are being 

attacked and compromised on a daily basis. These attacks are 

made to steal personal identities, to bring down an entire 

network segment, to disable the online presence of businesses, 

or to completely obliterate sensitive information that is critical 

for personal or business purposes. The data analysis can be 

enhanced through visualization, which can be used in 

recognizing anomalous trends or patterns. Human observers 

can quickly detect anomalies in huge volumes of data when 

the data is represented graphically in three dimensions or in a 

user selectable, multidimensional space. Visualization can be 

used not only to present the final results of analysis to 

decision-makers, but in the knowledge discovery process 

itself [10]. 

Data mining techniques have unlimited potential in the field 

of forensic science where models and tools can be developed 

to help investigators, digital forensics professionals and law 

enforcement officers to find the data or clues they are 

searching for much more efficiently and faster. Appropriate 

data mining techniques include support vector machine 

learning algorithm, behavior based anomaly detection, and 

heuristic-based anomaly detection [19]. 

Visualization represents a powerful link between the most 

dominant information-processing systems, the human brain 

and the modern computer [20]. The process of identifying 

specific subsets of information from a large mass is one of 

data-mining and unsupervised learning is a particularly 

relevant technique for achieving this. The techniques of 

unsupervised learning allow sets of information to be 

extracted and grouped together, potentially from disparate 

sources, without the need to identify the key characteristics of 

the different groups beforehand. [18]. One method of creating 

these clusters is by using self organizing maps (SOM). SOMs 

have been used by many researchers in the field of forensics 

before. It has been identified as a potential tool for use by 

computer forensic investigators as well as being used to detect 

unusual behavior of systems or networks [21]. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 

focuses on literature review on anomaly detection. Section 3 

discusses about the working of Self Organizing Map. Section 

4 gives the detailed for the working of anomaly detection 

techniques. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper. 

2. RELATED WORK 
Most of forensics researcher detects anomalies in networks 

based system. Dipankar Dasgupta et.al [4], provides with the 

system to detect the anomaly in the data by considering the 

essence personnel data like natural immune system. The 

system designed is capable of comparing the single and 

multidimensional data sets. Further the work is extended to 

design a new System which uses the negative selection 

algorithm developed by Forrest. Li Yao et.al [5], to improve 

the performance of above algorithm and also developed fuzzy 

anomaly detection model for IPv6, using fuzzy detection 

anomaly algorithm. Also the system is capable of detecting 

most of IPv6 attack. Jun Lv et.al [6], suggested a new 

algorithm to solve the network traffic anomaly detection 

problem. This system works by combining Generalized 

Likelihood Ratio algorithm and wavelet method, and capture 

the failure point in real time. Jinquan Zeng et.al [14], 

proposed approach which uses the feedback technique, which 

adjusts the self radius of self elements, the detection radius of 
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detectors and the number of detectors, to adapt the varieties of 

self/nonself space and build the appropriate profile of the 

system based on some of self elements. Also the system 

improves the accuracy in solving the anomaly detection 

problem. Nan Zhang et.al [7], addressed how to establish the 

defender’s reputation in anomaly detection against insider 

attacks. With the help of the present scenario, system 

proposed on two generic reputation-establishment algorithms 

for systems consisting of only smart insiders and also those 

with both smart insiders and naive attackers. Ning Chen et.al 

[8], gives an anomaly detection and analysis method based on 

correlation coefficient matrix. Further the system designed 

discovers the anomaly behaviors in the TCP flows and their 

types by the variety of correlation coefficients between 

observed packets, consequently implements network health 

checking and anomaly behavior detection and analysis. Chi-

Yuan Chen et.al [11], proposed an anomaly detection scheme 

for an IP multimedia subsystem. The system is having an 

additional features which includes SVM vectors from 

transaction patterns in the IMS core a transaction-pattern-

based anomaly detection algorithm for the high-order 

Markov-based SVM kernel. Chee-Wooi Ten et.al [12] 

contribution a new substation anomaly detection algorithm 

that can be used to systematically extract malicious 

“footprints” of intrusion-based steps across substation 

networks. Zhe Yao, et.al [13] proposes a framework for 

anomaly detection using proximity graphs and the Page Rank 

algorithm which work on an unsupervised, nonparametric, 

density estimation-free approach. Various parameter 

selection, time complexity guarantees, and possible extensions 

are discussed and investigated during the research. 

3. SELF ORGANIZING MAP 
The Self Organizing Map is one of the most widely used 

neural network models. SOM is used to map high-

dimensional data onto a low-dimensional space, typically two-

dimensional, while preserving the topology of the input data 

i.e. place similar data in the input space are placed on nearby 

map [1]. The SOM is used to review interesting patterns. 

SOMs are used to help investigators to get a visual snapshot 

of a hard drive enabling one to make better decisions on were 

to focus a digital forensic examination on a large disc. By 

doing this examiner can conduct the forensics analysis process 

more efficiently and effectively [19]. 

The SOM consists of two layers of neurons i.e. the input layer 

and the output layer. The input layer is fully connected with 

nodes at the output layer and each neuron in the input layer 

represents an input signal [17]. The output layer generally 

forms a two-dimensional grid of neurons where each neuron 

represents a node of the final structure. The connections 

between the layers are represented by weights whose values 

represent the strength of the connection. During the learning 

process, when an input pattern is presented to the input layer, 

the neurons in the output layer will compete with one another. 

The winning neuron will be the one whose weights are the 

closest to the input pattern in terms of Euclidian distance [1]. 

Once the winning neuron has been determined, the weights of 

the winning neuron and its neighborhood will be updated, i.e. 

shifted in the direction of the input pattern. After the learning 

process, the SOM configures the output neurons into a 

topological representation of the original data, by means of a 

process called self-organization [18]. 

Figure 1: Structure of SOM [10] 

4. ANOMALY DETECTION 
Anomaly detection refers to the problem of finding patterns in 

data that do not conform to expected behavior [3].The basic 

idea is to first collect the data from computer system. 

Preprocess that in specified format for anomaly detection. 

Discover various pattern of each preprocessed data using self 

organizing map. Analyze this file for anomaly detection. 

Figure2 shows the flow of anomaly detection.  

 

Figure 2: process of anomaly detection 

4.1 Data Collection 
We have collected the log files of the various host systems. 

These logs include system logs, application logs and security 

logs present in control panel of hosts computer system. 

Application logs gives information about the various 

application present in computer system. Security logs give the 

information about is a log that contains records of 

login/logout activity done in computer system. System logs 

contain events that are logged by the operating system 

components. The main challenge about data collection is that 

collect logs of file related data. But these logs are insufficient 

for the anomaly detection. Figure 3 shows collected 

application logs along with the file related details.   

 

Figure 3: Collection of Data 

For anomaly detection with visualization using anomaly 

detection require data which gives information about 

application ,size ,date, time, creation time. 
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 Application gives information about which application is 

trying to modify, change or create. 
 Date and time is the current accessing time and date at 

which that file or application being to be used. 

 Creation time is time when that file is created.  

Collected data may contain several unnecessary fields. In 

order to detection of anomaly, few fields that are prominent 

would be considered. Hence, we have to preprocess the data. 

Figure 3, shows the preprocessed data. 

4.2 Data Preprocessing 
Data preprocessing is the important step in data mining. This 

includes data cleaning, Data integration, Data transformation, 

Data reduction, Data discretization [20]. The work of Data 

cleaning is to “clean” the data by filling in missing values, 

smoothing noisy data, identifying or removing outliers, and 

resolving inconsistencies.  

To obtain the desired filed, we must clean data in order to 

remove the unwanted field from the collected logs file. The 

data cleaning algorithm used is detailed as follow: 

    Field1={‘application’,’size’,’date’,’time’,’creationdate’} 

    Field2= remaining fields from logs 

Begin 

1. Read records in logs 

2. For each record in logs 

3. Read fields  

4. If Field1=’TRUE’ 

Then 

5. Extract Field1 and ‘SAVE’ 

6. else 

Remove Field2 and ‘SAVE’ 

7. Display Logs 

8. Next record 

End if 

End 

 

After applying this algorithm on collected log files the output 

is shown as in Figure 4 which gives only selected fields which 

mention in Field1. 

 

Figure 4: Data cleaning 

4.3 Pattern Discovery 
Pattern discovery using the SOM occurs after the data pre-

processing phase. After cleaning a data, extract the pattern for 

each field. This process is referred as pattern discovery [19]. 

Pattern Discovery involves the data mining features like 

clustering and classification [20].This process involves the 

analyzing of depth of data. The characteristics of the SOM 

make it ideal for association, classification, clustering and 

forecasting, therefore SOM is mostly used in analyzing 

forensics data. SOM is able to map high dimensional data into 

low dimensional data. Using the proposed system, we are able 

to visualize pattern of data after preprocessing. By observing 

the visualized data in the form of graphs, we are able to 

understand of pattern of host’s computer system. 

4.4 Pattern Analysis 
It is easy to understand pattern if they are represent in visual 

representations. After pattern discovery till we need to 

analyze the patterns in order to determine which ones are 

interesting and relevant. Visualization technique supports the 

identification [19]. The visualization of results obtained from 

the pattern discovery phase is simply the presentation of the 

results in visual forms, but can help to identify complex 

relationships within multi-dimensional data [11]. More 

importantly, it is used as a visualization platform offering a 

powerful framework for visualizing and analyzing the data 

that was provided to the pattern discovery process. 

The Pattern discovery process analyses each and every pattern 

on different computers and changes in pattern represents 

anomalous behavior of the host’s system. 

5. CONCLUSION 
This paper describes process of anomaly detection using self 

organizing map. We are able to detect anomaly from 

computer system on massive data efficiently with 

visualization pattern. Here anomalies are considered as a 

unscheduled behavior of computer system which is 

recognized by analyzing different pattern of logs of computer 

system. These logs files are first filtered and then cleaned for 

the attributes which helps to detect the anomaly. Using self 

organizing maps we visualize the data set for each and every 

attributes to detect anomaly. The future scope may focuses on 

use of 3D visual mapping of attributes of data set.  
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